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Ghosts of the Shadow Market
The third installment of the graphic novel adaptation of Cassandra Clare's bestselling The Mortal Instruments! With the truth about her family brought to light, Clary
just wants to find a way to return to as normal a life as possible. But with Downworlders being killed around the city and Jace in serious trouble, it might be time for
her to stand up and grab the power she never even knew she had inside her The suspense keeps building! What will happen to these beloved characters, brought
to life by Cassandra Jean's lush artwork and beautiful color illustrations? Includes a brand-new, exclusive scene written by Cassandra Clare!

The Red Scrolls of Magic
City of Heavenly Fire
A #1 New York Times bestseller! “A rip-roaring adventure merged with satisfying romance.” ̶Entertainment Weekly “[A] swashbuckling launch to the Eldest
Curses series.” ̶Publishers Weekly From #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare and award-winner Wesley Chu comes the first book
in a new series full of “swoon-worthy romance [and] abundant action” (Publishers Weekly). The Red Scrolls of Magic is a Shadowhunters novel. All Magnus Bane
wanted was a vacation̶a lavish trip across Europe with Alec Lightwood, the Shadowhunter who against all odds is finally his boyfriend. But as soon as the pair
settles in Paris, an old friend arrives with news about a demon-worshipping cult called the Crimson Hand that is bent on causing chaos around the world. A cult
that was apparently founded by Magnus himself. Years ago. As a joke. Now Magnus and Alec must race across Europe to track down the Crimson Hand before
the cult can cause any more damage. Demons are now dogging their every step, and it is becoming harder to tell friend from foe. As their quest for answers
becomes increasingly dire, Magnus and Alec will have to trust each other more than ever̶even if it means revealing the secrets theyʼve both been keeping.

The Warlock
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A Manhattan teen̶Raphael Santiago̶is missing, and Magnus Bane must track him down before itʼs too late. One of ten adventures in The Bane Chronicles. In
1950s New York City, a distraught mother hires Magnus Bane to find her missing son, Raphael. But even if he can be found, is Raphael beyond saving? This
standalone e-only short story illuminates the life of the enigmatic Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality populates the pages of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal Devices. This story in The Bane Chronicles, Saving Raphael Santiago, is written by Cassandra Clare
and Sarah Rees Brennan.

Clockwork Princess: The Mortal Instruments Prequel
The first three books of the sequel series to the bestselling and award-winning Unwanteds series are now available in a collectible boxed set! Ten years after Alex
and Aaron Stowe brought peace to Quill and Artimé, their younger twin sisters journey beyond the islands in the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
Unwanteds Quests series. This captivating boxed set includes: Dragon Captives Dragon Bones Dragon Ghosts

Clockwork Princess
Clary, who is still seeking a cure for her mother's enchantment, travals to the City of Glass, the capital of the forbidden country of the secretive Shadowhunters,
where she uncovers important truths about her family's past.

Shadowhunters and Downworlders
All six books in the #1 New York Times bestselling Mortal Instruments series, now available in a collectible hardcover boxed set. Enter the secret world of the
Shadowhunters with this handsomely packaged boxed set that includes City of Bones, City of Ashes, City of Glass, City of Fallen Angels, City of Lost Souls, and
City of Heavenly Fire. The Mortal Instruments books have more than five million copies in print, and this collectible set of six hardcover volumes is a perfect gift for
newcomers to the series and for loyal fans alike.

Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy
As the Council attempts to strip Charlotte of her power, shapechanger Tessa Gray works with the London Shadowhunters to find the Magister and destroy his
clockwork army, learning the secret of her own identity while investigating his past.

City of Heavenly Fire Walmart Edition
A #1 New York Times bestseller! From #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare comes an exciting short story collection that follows Jem
Carstairs as he travels through the many Shadow Markets around the world. Ghosts of the Shadow Market is set in the world of the Shadowhunters. The Shadow
Market is a meeting point for faeries, werewolves, warlocks, and vampires. There, the Downworlders buy and sell magical objects, make dark bargains, and
whisper secrets they do not want the Shadowhunters to know. Through two centuries, however, there has been a frequent visitor to the Shadow Market from the
very heart of the Shadowhuntersʼ world. Jem Carstairs is searching through the Shadow Market, in many different cities over long years, for a relic from his past.
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Follow Jem and see̶against the backdrop of the Shadow Marketʼs dark dealings and spectacle̶Anna Lightwoodʼs doomed romance, Matthew Fairchildʼs great
sin, and Tessa Gray as she is plunged into a world war. Valentine Morgenstern buys a soul at the Market and a young Jace Waylandʼs soul finds safe harbor. In
the Market is hidden a lost heir and a beloved ghost, and no one can save you once you have traded away your heart. Not even Jem.

The Mortal Instruments, the Complete Collection
Emma is torn between her passion for Julian and her need to protect him from the consequences of a forbidden romantic partnership, a situation challenged by her
relationship with Mark and his efforts to regain his Shadowhunter capabilities.

The Lost Book of the White
Josh has chosen to side neither with his twin sister Sophie nor Nicholas Flamel, but rather to fight alongside Dr. John Dee and Virginia Dare, while the immortal
Machiavelli and Billy the Kid plan to set loose the monsters of Alcatraz on San Francisco.

The Modern Faerie Tales
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Four friends One sisterhood Ten years later, the story continues On the cusp of turning thirty, Tibby, Lena, Carmen, and
Bridget are now living separate lives, out on their own. Yet despite having jobs and men that they love, each knows that something is missing: the closeness that
once sustained them. Carmen is a successful actress in New York, engaged to be married, but misses her friends. Lena finds solace in her art, teaching in Rhode
Island, but still thinks of Kostos and the road she didnʼt take. Bridget lives with her longtime boyfriend, Eric, in San Francisco, and though a part of her wants to
settle down, a bigger part canʼt seem to shed her old restlessness. Then Tibby reaches out to bridge the distance, sending the others plane tickets for a reunion
that they all breathlessly await. And indeed, it will change their lives forever̶but in ways that none of them could ever have expected. Look for special features
inside. Join the Circle for author chats and more.

The Mortal Instruments: The Graphic Novel
Collects short stories chronicling Simon's journey from amnesia to Ascension, as he works to regain his lost life while attending the Shadowhunter Academy.

The Fill-In Boyfriend
Simon Lewis never thought heʼd become a Shadowhunter…and now he has the chance. One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. After
living as a Mundane and a Vampire, Simon never thought he would become a Shadowhunter, but today he begins his training at Shadowhunter Academy. This
standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to
become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clareʼs Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the
upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. Welcome to Shadowhunter Academy is written by Cassandra Clare and Sarah Rees Brennan.
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The Doctrine and Covenants of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
The Shadowhunter's Codex
Experience Cassandra Clareʼs internationally bestselling world of the Shadowhunters like never before with this intricate adult coloring book featuring forty-five allnew illustrations! From the hallowed halls of the New York Institute to the glimmering glass buildings of Alicante, from the depths of the city of bones to the forests
of faerie, the world of Cassandra Clareʼs Mortal Instruments series comes to life like never before in this stunning coloring book. The forty-five illustrations face text
excerpts, highlighting never-before-illustrated scenes from The Mortal Instruments. With gorgeous original black-and-white drawings by Cassandra Jean, illustrator
of The Bane Chronicles and Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy, The Mortal Instruments Coloring Book is a must-have gift book for every Cassandra Clare
fan in your life.

City of Lost Souls
"Darkness has descended on the Shadowhunter world. Chaos and destruction overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends band together to
fight the greatest evil they have ever faced-- Clary's own brother. Nothing in this world can defeat Sebastian-- but if they journey to the realm of demons, they just
might have a chance "--Provided by publisher.

City of Glass
Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the very survival of the Shadowhunters in Cassandra Clareʼs Queen of Air and Darkness, the final novel in the New York
Times and USA TODAY bestselling The Dark Artifices trilogy. Queen of Air and Darkness is a Shadowhunters novel. What if damnation is the price of true love?
Innocent blood has been spilled on the steps of the Council Hall, the sacred stronghold of the Shadowhunters. Their society now teeters on the brink of civil war.
One fragment of the Blackthorn family flees to Los Angeles, seeking to discover the source of the disease that is destroying the race of warlocks. Meanwhile,
Julian and Emma take desperate measures to put their forbidden love aside and undertake a perilous mission to Faerie to retrieve the Black Volume of the Dead.
What they find there is a secret that may tear the Shadow World asunder and open a dark path into a future they could never have imagined. Caught in a race
against time, Emma and Julian must save the world of the Shadowhunters before a deadly curse destroys them and everyone they love.

Clockwork Prince
What happens when Magnus Bane brings a baby home to his boyfriend Alec Lightwood? One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. After a
warlock baby is abandoned on the steps of the Academy, Magnus Bane rescues the child̶and brings him home to his boyfriend, Alec. This standalone e-only
short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a
Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clareʼs Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark
Artifices and Last Hours series. Born to Endless Night is written by Cassandra Clare and Sarah Rees Brennan. Read more of Cassandra Clareʼs Shadowhunter
Chronicles in The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and The Bane Chronicles.
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The Shadows Between Us
Lord of Shadows
The first installment of Cassandra Clare's bestselling urban fantasy series, The Mortal Instruments, is adapted into a graphic novel series! Hanging out with her
best friend, Simon, is just about the most exciting thing in Clary's lifethat is, until she realizes there are people only she can see. But when her mother disappears
and a monster attacks her, Clary has to embrace a world that she never even knew existed--a world full of vampires, werewolves, demons, and those who fight for
the humans, Shadowhunters

City of Heavenly Fire
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions.
According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Sisterhood Everlasting (Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants)
Quincy has the same dream every year on Christmas Eve - of finding a little boy holding a special gift for her under the tree - and every Christmas morning, she's
awoken to find a gift wrapped in tinfoil with her name on it When school resumes after the winter break, Quincy's class discovers they have an unusual new
transfer student named Cupid. Ridiculously cute and friendly, the new boy has everyone both enamored and confused. Those antlers can't be realcan they?? With
Cupid having seemingly set his sights on Quincy, it seems she'll be having a memorable year indeed!

City of Heavenly Fire
The Mortal Instruments: The Graphic Novel
The Iron Trial (Magisterium #1)
"A fictional guide to the Shadowhunter's universe"--

The Official Mortal Instruments Coloring Book
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Welcome to Shadowhunter Academy
If the only way to save the world was to destroy what you loved most, would you do it? The clock is ticking. Everyone must choose. Passion. Power. Secrets.
Enchantment. Danger closes in around the Shadowhunters in the third and final instalment of the bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy.

Queen of Air and Darkness
As mysterious murders threaten the new peace between Shadowhunters and Downworlders, only Simon, the Daylighter vampire, can help bring both groups
together.

Saving Raphael Santiago
Tricia Levenseller, author of Daughter of the Pirate King, is back with an epic YA tale of ambition and love in The Shadows Between Us “Theyʼve never found the
body of the first and only boy who broke my heart. And they never will.” Alessandra is tired of being overlooked, but she has a plan to gain power: 1) Woo the
Shadow King. 2) Marry him. 3) Kill him and take his kingdom for herself. No one knows the extent of the freshly crowned Shadow Kingʼs power. Some say he can
command the shadows that swirl around him to do his bidding. Others say they speak to him, whispering the thoughts of his enemies. Regardless, Alessandra
knows what she deserves, and sheʼs going to do everything within her power to get it. But Alessandraʼs not the only one trying to kill the king. As attempts on his
life are made, she finds herself trying to keep him alive long enough for him to make her his queen̶all while struggling not to lose her heart. After all, who better
for a Shadow King than a cunning, villainous queen? “Tricia Levensellerʼs latest, The Shadows Between Us, is a decadent and wickedly addictive fantasy, full of
schemes and court intrigue, and delightful descriptions of food, which I am always a fan of.” ̶Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three
Dark Crowns series

Revelation
Holly Blackʼs acclaimed Modern Faerie Tales series is now available in this special bind-up edition featuring all three books! Sixteen-year-old Kaye is a modern
nomad. Fierce and independent, she travels from city to city with her motherʼs rock band until an ominous attack forces Kaye back to her childhood home. There,
amid the industrial, blue-collar New Jersey backdrop, Kaye soon finds herself as an unwilling pawn in an ancient power struggle between two rival faerie
kingdoms̶a struggle that could very well mean her death. This special bind-up edition includes Tithe, Valiant, and Ironside.

Lady Midnight
When Gia Montgomery's boyfriend, Bradley, dumps her in the parking lot of her high school prom, she decides to do the unthinkable…convince the cute guy
waiting to pick up his sister to pretend to be her boyfriend for the night. The task is simple: two hours, zero commitment, a few white lies. The problem is that days
after prom, she can't stop thinking about her fill-in boyfriend. But can Gia turn her fake boyfriend into a real one without exposing her lie and possibly destroying her
friendships and her newfound relationship? Smartly observed and wonderfully romantic, Kasie West's talent shines in this tale of one girl's unexpected quest to find
love…and possibly herself.
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The Mortal Instruments
From #1 New York Times bestselling authors Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu comes the second book in the Eldest Curses series and a thrilling new adventure
for High Warlock Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood, for whom a death-defying mission into the heart of evil is not just a job, itʼs also a romantic getaway. The Lost
Book of the White is a Shadowhunters novel. Life is good for Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood. Theyʼre living together in a fabulous loft, their warlock son, Max,
has started learning to walk, and the streets of New York are peaceful and quiet̶as peaceful and quiet as they ever are, anyway. Until the night that two old
acquaintances break into Magnusʼs apartment and steal the powerful Book of the White. Now Magnus and Alec will have to drop everything to get it back. They
need to follow the thieves to Shanghai, they need to call some backup to accompany them, and they need a babysitter. Also, someone has stabbed Magnus with a
strange magical weapon and the wound is glowing, so they have that to worry about too. Fortunately, their backup consists of Clary, Jace, Isabelle, and newly
minted Shadowhunter Simon. In Shanghai, they learn that a much darker threat awaits them. Magnusʼs magic is growing unstable, and if they canʼt stop the
demons flooding into the city, they might have to follow them all the way back to the source̶the realm of the dead. Can they stop the threat to the world? Will they
make it back home before their kid completely wears out Alecʼs mom?

City of Bones
As darkness descends on the Shadowhunter world, chaos and destruction overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace, Simon and their friends band together to fight
the greatest evil they have ever faced,in the spellbinding, seductive conclusion to the #1 New

Reindeer Boy
Suddenly able to see demons and the Shadowhunters who are dedicated to returning them to their own dimension, fifteen-year-old Clary Fray is drawn into this
bizarre world when her mother disappears and Clary herself is almost killed by a monster.

Precious Remedies Against Satan's Devices
The Mortal Instruments collection, all six internationally bestselling Shadowhunters books in one set. Discover the world of the Shadowhunters as they wage a
terrifying war to keep the world safe from demons in the sensational and internationally bestselling Mortal Instruments series by Cassandra Clare.

Born to Endless Night
From NEW YORK TIMES bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a riveting new series that defies what you think you know about the world of
magic. Most kids would do anything to pass the Iron Trial. Not Callum Hunt. He wants to fail. All his life, Call has been warned by his father to stay away from
magic. If he succeeds at the Iron Trial and is admitted into the Magisterium, he is sure it can only mean bad things for him. So he tries his best to do his worst - and
fails at failing. Now the Magisterium awaits him. It's a place that's both sensational and sinister, with dark ties to his past and a twisty path to his future. The Iron
Trial is just the beginning, for the biggest test is still to come . . . From the remarkable imaginations of bestselling authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes
a heart-stopping, mind-blowing, pulse-pounding plunge into the magical unknown.
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City of Fallen Angels
Explore the world of the Mortal Instruments with Cassandra Clare and more Join Cassandra Clare and a Circle of more than a dozen top YA writers, including New
York Times bestsellers Holly Black, Rachel Caine, and Kami Garcia, as they write about the Mortal Instruments series, its characters, and its world. Inside you'll
read: • A cinematic tutorial on why the best friend (Simon) always loses out to the bad boy (Jace) • The unexpected benefits of the incest taboo • What we can read
between the lines of Alec and Magnus' European vacation • The importance of friendship, art, humor, and rebellion • And more, from the virtues of Downworlders
to the naughty side of Shadowhunting

City of Heavenly Fire
"Shadowhunter Emma Carstairs and her parabatai Julian Blackthorn race to stop a demonic plot that threatens Los Angeles"--

The Unwanteds Quests Collection Books 1-3
A net of shadows tightens around the Shadowhunters of the London Institute. Mortmain plans to use his Infernal Devices, an army of pitiless automatons, to
destroy them. He needs only one last item to complete his plan: he needs Tessa Gray. When Mortmain abducts Tessa, the boys who lay equal claim to her heart,
Jem and Will, will do anything to save her. For though Tessa and Jem are now engaged, Will is as much in love with her as ever. Danger and betrayal, secrets and
enchantment, and the tangled threads of love and loss intertwine as the Shadowhunters are pushed to the very brink of destruction in this breathtaking conclusion
to the Infernal Devices trilogy.
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